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This text-only version is for owners of older Kindles that can't display color images. Tablet owners

will want to search  for "Everest is Hollow Illustrated." That version has over 70 color illustrations,

linked to a multi-media Learning Center on the Web.Everest is Hollow is an action thriller, featuring

a teenage Indiana Jones-style archaeologist. His nickname is "Trouble." Together with his friends

Nuru and Tattoo, Trouble climbs Mount Everest's difficult West Ridge. Fierce weather and snow

leopards add to the risk of an already challenging expedition. Their risks multiply when Trouble

enters a cave and realizes Everest is hollow. Inside the world's tallest mountain, he discovers an

abandoned city, the key to a lost civilization built on treasures of the past. How it was done is a

mystery. The only clue is a strange creature, the last of his species. Join Trouble in his quest by

downloading Everest is Hollow to your  Kindle.
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I am a fan of several bestselling Young Adult authors, such as Eoin Colfer and Rick Riordan. Yet if

my library could have only one book, it would be "Everest is Hollow - Illustrated." Why? Because the



story is wonderful, the plot has endless twists, the kids feel real - and I love the fact that after I read

the story, I can tap the color sketches and learn intriguing facts about the real world behind the

made-up one. By the way, the next installment in Trouble's adventures has the same format, with

color illustrations that come alive with multi-media content - and that book,Ã‚Â Sign of the Rat -

IllustratedÃ‚Â would be the second book in my library if I could only have two. But, of course, I can

indulge in lots of action thrillers. Such is the beauty e-books.

Great book. I am a children's librarian in a public library. This book includes a new concept for

inter-activity with an e- book and the web. Very engaging, middle schoolers, upper elementary kids

will love it.

This was a breath of fresh air for the fiction junkies out there. It provided many hours of fun reading.

The only complaint: it is written for adolescents, so many things are explained that get annoying

(Capitol building).

thi is one of my favorite books.it is full of action.this book should be on the bestseller lis

Whoever wrote this book really knew their craft. The prose manages to be deceptively simple when

describing complex scenes. The flow is easy to follow, which I'm sure comes from long hours of

careful editing. I really admired the transition from near non-fiction climbing scenes to a fully

imagined world inside Mount Everest. Encounters with another race inside the mountain were

poignant, not mawky as they could have been. I'm really looking forward to Trouble's next adventure

in Sign of the Rat, as indicated by the novel's ending. It's an incredible bonus that proceeds from the

book are donated to Doctors Without Borders. But even without that fact, this novel is a great read.

I loved the fast action in Everest is Hollow. The avalanches and real threats kept me reading until

late at night. I was surprised to go inside the world's tallest mountain and discover a vanished

civilization. It felt weirdly true and captured my attention like an adventure movie. Trouble is a cool

lead character. I got lost in his travels from a Nepal bazaar to the ancient secrets hidden inside

Mount Everest. I'm eager to find out what happens in the next book of this series. A thrilling and fun

read!

Everest is Hollow is a great book. I like it because it is largely based on Sherpa legend. When



Sherpa babies were born with a disability, the Sherpa would pray for the Yeti to take the baby away

and bring it back healed. The author's experince as a high altitude fire-fighter brings to the book

great climbing tips, equipment and avalanche info. All this combined with elements of Star Wars and

Indiana Jones in a memorable sequence of events making Everest is Hollow a fascinating

adventure book. When is the movies coming?

I'm in 4th grade and I couldn't put this book down! It was a great adventure story, with one mystical

happening leading to another. It reminded me of Indiana Jones with ancient things coming to life,

like an Egyption healing pyramid in the middle of Mt. Everest. Even though some things seemed

slightly hard to picture, I thought the author did a good job of describing an unfamiliar world. I've

read this book twice and I want to read it again.
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